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Abstract

This lesson is not a starting point but an important supplement. Many students, especially at the middle school

level, are unfamiliar with the Second Middle Passage (domestic interstate and inter-regional slave trade) let

alone the Reverse Underground Railroad. This lesson is meant to serve as a bridge between lessons about the

Underground Railroad on one side and lessons focused on the freedom-seeking enslaved on the other. The

apparatus of the enslaver needs to be exposed and explored, both in its legal and non-legal components, to add

even greater reverence for and understanding of the individuals who overcame it.

Hard History Framework

● Summary Objective 9: This lesson aligns with Summary Objective 9—Students will describe the principal

ways the labor of enslaved people was organized and controlled in what is now the United States.

Delaware History Standards

● History 2 6-8b (Parts 1 & 2): Students will examine historical documents, artifacts, and other materials,

and analyze them in terms of credibility, as well as the purpose, perspective, or point of view for which

they were constructed.

● History 2 6-8a (Part 3): Students will master the basic research skills necessary to conduct an

independent investigation of historical phenomena.

Lesson Objectives

At the end of the lesson:

● Students will be able to identify more concrete examples of the apparatus of the enslaver.

● Students will gain a greater appreciation and reverence for the enslaved who struggled to overcome the

legal and non-legal instruments contained in the apparatus of the enslaver.

https://www.learningforjustice.org/frameworks/teaching-hard-history/american-slavery/6-12-framework#summary-objectives


Lesson Essential Questions

Note: It is recommended that you DO NOT explain what the Reverse Underground Railroad (RUGRR) is until the

end of the lesson to clarify student understanding. Best to have the students uncover what it is and then put a

name to it.

● What was the Reverse Underground Railroad and how was it similar to/different from the

Underground Railroad (UGRR)?

Notes

1. As you progress through this lesson, it is of paramount importance to use the correct language to

describe enslavement in the United States. I encourage teachers to read the following source and

prioritize using the correct language both verbally and in writing. Furthermore, it is equally important to

promote use of this correct language with all students when they are sharing their thoughts, especially in

their written responses.

2. This lesson should be placed in the curriculum following a lesson(s) about the Underground Railroad.

Once those lessons have concluded, proceed as follows (to aid in sequentially progressing through this

lesson, the accompanying slide deck).

PART 1

1. Begin by modeling for students historical thinking (in the form of SOURCING) as you read the document,

An Incident in the Corbit Mansion in the Days of Slavery Before the War of 1861–4, as a class. (FYI—at

times, when SOURCING, questions may not produce answers.) Note: there are four pages to this

document, be sure to click the right arrow at the top of the viewing screen to download each page.

a. Who wrote this document? (Mary Corbit Warner)

b. What is the author’s perspective? (She is the daughter of a Quaker man and woman)

c. Why was the document written? (It was written as a statement to be read before The National

Society of the Colonial Dames of America)

i. When reviewing this answer with the students, call their attention to page four as this

clearly states the intended audience of the source. However, who were the Colonial

Dames of America? Explore this website with the students and ask, who would be

members of the audience for this talk in 1914? Does this change our thoughts on why

the story was told?

d. When was the document written? (March 9th, 1914)

e. Where was the document written? [Delaware...presumably Odessa although this required

research beyond the document (see here)]

f. Is this document reliable? Why? Why not? How could we corroborate this information? (There is

stable credibility for this document since this is the retelling of an incident to be read for a

friendly crowd. However, the person telling the story is the daughter and it is unclear if she was a

direct witness to the event or if the story was told to her. Possible ways to corroborate: look for a

freedom seeker ad from the area and time period, or a letter, diary, etc. that backs this story)

https://historynewsnetwork.org/article/160266
https://digital.dehistory.org/incident-corbit-mansion-days-slavery-war-1861-4
https://nscda.org/
https://harriettubmanbyway.org/40-corbit-sharp-house/


2. At the conclusion of #1, ask the class to explain the story. You may wish to record these on the board.

a. Ask, “How is this consistent with what we have learned about the Underground Railroad

(UGRR)?”

b. What similarities do we see? Differences?

c. What does this source say about the humanity of the following?

i. The enslaved man

ii. Ms. Corbit Warner’s mother

iii. The sheriff and his posse

iv. The legal system that organized and controlled enslaved people

3. EXTENSION

a. Geography – Consider how far it may be for Ms. Corbit Warner’s mother to guide the enslaved

man to the state road? What possible dangers may she face?

b. Agency – Consider the agency of Ms. Corbit Warner’s mother. Explore the differences between

our modern-day society and the pre-Civil War society. Does she have any power to deny the

sheriff? What about the choice to help the freedom-seeking enslaved person in the absence of

her husband?

c. Further investigation – Did Ms. Corbit Warner’s mother tell her this story? How did she learn this

information she is sharing many years later? Who is “Sam the slave?” What of his fate?



Part 1 Document

Source: An Incident in the Corbit Mansion in the Days of Slavery Before the War of 1861–4

Click on the document title above to download full size images.

https://digital.dehistory.org/incident-corbit-mansion-days-slavery-war-1861-4


PART 2

4. Break the students into groups. There are six total RUGRR documents, so you may want to have two

groups analyze the same source to keep the groups small. Or you may want one group to look at two

shorter sources and another group focus on a longer source exclusively. Be aware that many students

will be shocked and appalled by the RUGRR.

a. Suggestion for student grouping: Groups 1 and 2 examine Source 1, Groups 3 and 4 examine

Source 2, etc.

b. Consider the virtual option of using Google Jamboard in lieu of physically working in groups.

c. Print the following primary sources and provide to students with the Sourcing Handout.

The following documents and sources are from the Delaware Historical Society but can be

accessed online via the Delaware Digital Newspaper Project (DDNP). Click here to learn more

about DDNP and the Delaware newspapers that make up Chronicling America.

i. Kidnapped Free Black Man

ii. Delaware State journal. May 17, 1833—Left Column “Mr. Brooks”

iii. Smyrna times. September 02, 1858—Column 4 "Kidnapping"

iv. The Wilmingtonian, and Delaware advertiser. July 20, 1826—Column 5 “Kidnapping”

v. Delaware State journal and statesman. August 28, 1857—Column 3 “Rich Doings at

Elkton—The Sheriff…”

vi. The Delaware register, or, Farmers', manufacturers' & mechanics' advocate. May 23,

1829—Column 2 “Patty Cannon”

5. Ask the students to SOURCE the document(s) they have been assigned with their group using the

Sourcing Handout. Encourage them to think and make logical inferences, but as stated previously,

sometimes there will not be an answer to a SOURCING question.

6. Ask the students to write a brief summary of the story told by their document. You could have the

students do this as a group, or individually (teacher preference).

7. Ask each group to vote for a spokesperson.

8. Ask each group’s spokesperson to share their group's findings. Probe the responses for clarification when

necessary.

a. After a group shares their document, ask each group, “How is this different from what we have

learned about the Underground Railroad (UGRR)? Are there any similarities?”

9. Once each group has shared, lead a class discussion by asking, what did all or most of these documents

have in common?

a. Record the answers on the board leaving an open space at the top.

b. Once answers have been recorded, write “Reverse Underground Railroad” at the top in the open

space.

10. Explain to the students that the process of kidnapping free and formerly enslaved African Americans and

selling them into slavery has been named the Reverse Underground Railroad.

a. Open a discussion with the students using the following prompts:

i. What can we understand about the humanity of the enslaved when dealing with the

RUGRR?

https://library.udel.edu/ddnp/
https://library.udel.edu/ddnp/
https://digital.dehistory.org/kidnapped-free-black-man-nd
https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85042477/1833-05-17/ed-1/seq-3/#date1=1787&index=2&date2=1860&searchType=advanced&language=&sequence=0&words=kidnapped+negro&proxdistance=5&state=Delaware&rows=20&ortext=&proxtext=&phrasetext=&andtext=kidnapped+negro&dateFilterType=yearRange&page=1
https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84020422/1858-09-02/ed-1/seq-3/#date1=1787&index=16&date2=1860&searchType=advanced&language=&sequence=0&words=Kidnapping+kidnapping+negroes&proxdistance=5&state=Delaware&rows=20&ortext=&proxtext=&phrasetext=&andtext=kidnapped+negro&dateFilterType=yearRange&page=1
https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85042523/1826-07-20/ed-1/seq-2/#date1=1787&index=15&date2=1860&searchType=advanced&language=&sequence=0&words=KIDNAPPING+negro+negroes&proxdistance=5&state=Delaware&rows=20&ortext=&proxtext=&phrasetext=&andtext=kidnapped+negro&dateFilterType=yearRange&page=1
https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84038112/1857-08-28/ed-1/seq-2/#date1=1787&sort=relevance&date2=1860&searchType=advanced&language=&sequence=0&index=2&words=kidnapping+Negro+negroes&proxdistance=5&state=Delaware&rows=20&ortext=&proxtext=&phrasetext=&andtext=kidnapped+negro&dateFilterType=yearRange&page=2
https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84038112/1857-08-28/ed-1/seq-2/#date1=1787&sort=relevance&date2=1860&searchType=advanced&language=&sequence=0&index=2&words=kidnapping+Negro+negroes&proxdistance=5&state=Delaware&rows=20&ortext=&proxtext=&phrasetext=&andtext=kidnapped+negro&dateFilterType=yearRange&page=2
https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84020593/1829-05-23/ed-1/seq-7/
https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84020593/1829-05-23/ed-1/seq-7/


ii. What can we understand about the humanity of the kidnapper when dealing with the

RUGRR?

iii. What can we understand about the humanity of the enslaver when dealing with the

RUGRR?

11. EXTENTION

a. How might the RUGRR affect the livelihood of free African Americans?

b. What effect would the RUGRR have on freedom seekers running for freedom on the UGRR?

c. Why were DE and MD the epicenter of the RUGRR?

d. Extension questions as time allows: Were the intended audiences of these ads and newspapers

African Americans? When did African Americans begin to print their own newspapers? What

does this say about society at the time?



Part 2 Documents

i. Kidnapped Free Black Man “Look out for the Kidnappers”

https://digital.dehistory.org/kidnapped-free-black-man-nd


ii. Delaware State journal. May 17, 1833—Left Column “Mr. Brooks”

https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85042477/1833-05-17/ed-1/seq-3/#date1=1787&index=2&date2=1860&searchType=advanced&language=&sequence=0&words=kidnapped+negro&proxdistance=5&state=Delaware&rows=20&ortext=&proxtext=&phrasetext=&andtext=kidnapped+negro&dateFilterType=yearRange&page=1


iii. Smyrna times. September 02, 1858—Column 4 "Kidnapping"

https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84020422/1858-09-02/ed-1/seq-3/#date1=1787&index=16&date2=1860&searchType=advanced&language=&sequence=0&words=Kidnapping+kidnapping+negroes&proxdistance=5&state=Delaware&rows=20&ortext=&proxtext=&phrasetext=&andtext=kidnapped+negro&dateFilterType=yearRange&page=1


iv. The Wilmingtonian, and Delaware advertiser. July 20, 1826—Column 5 “Kidnapping”

https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85042523/1826-07-20/ed-1/seq-2/#date1=1787&index=15&date2=1860&searchType=advanced&language=&sequence=0&words=KIDNAPPING+negro+negroes&proxdistance=5&state=Delaware&rows=20&ortext=&proxtext=&phrasetext=&andtext=kidnapped+negro&dateFilterType=yearRange&page=1


v. Delaware State journal and statesman. August 28, 1857—Column 3 “Rich Doings at Elkton—The Sheriff…”

https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84038112/1857-08-28/ed-1/seq-2/#date1=1787&sort=relevance&date2=1860&searchType=advanced&language=&sequence=0&index=2&words=kidnapping+Negro+negroes&proxdistance=5&state=Delaware&rows=20&ortext=&proxtext=&phrasetext=&andtext=kidnapped+negro&dateFilterType=yearRange&page=2


vi. The Delaware register, or, Farmers', manufacturers' & mechanics' advocate. May 23, 1829—Column 2 “Patty

Cannon”

https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84020593/1829-05-23/ed-1/seq-7/


Name: ___________________________________ Date: ___________ Period: _________

Sourcing Handout

Write a brief summary of your document

Sourcing Handout

Title of source

When was it written?

What was the date it

was printed/published?

What was the name of

the newspaper? Where

was it published?

Who was the author?

What is their

perspective?

What do you know/can

you find out about the

author from what they

wrote?

Why was this written?

Is this source reliable?

Why? Why not?



PART 3

12. Share the book advertisement, The Narrative and Confessions of Lucretia P. Cannon, the Female

Murderer, 1841, image and text with students.

a. Examine the images included on the ad with the students.

b. Read the text from the ad with the students.

c. (Optional) SOURCE this document with students. This would be particularly interesting to do

given the loaded language used by the author.

d. Ask students, who is Lucretia (Patty) Cannon according to this document?

e. Have students research Patty Cannon using the Lucretia “Patty” Cannon Research Organizer

i. Here are some suggested sources if you want to limit the student’s choices:

1. Dorchester County Historical Society, “Patty Cannon”

2. Delaware Online, “Wickedest woman in America”

3. Maryland State Archives, “Patty Cannon”

f. Give students time to read a few sources and complete the handout.

g. Once students have concluded their research, ask the students to respond to the exit ticket

prompt at the bottom of the handout.

i. Explain why you think the Narrative and Confessions of Lucretia P. Cannon

advertisement doesn’t mention the kidnapping and killing of African Americans.

ii. After a few moments have students turn to a seat partner and share their answers.

iii. Have a few students share their discussion with the class.

13. Revisit these follow-up questions and ask students if they would like to revise their answers:

a. How might the RUGRR affect the livelihood of free African Americans?

b. What effect would the RUGRR have on freedom seekers running for freedom on the UGRR?

c. Why were DE and MD the epicenter of the RUGRR?

https://digital.dehistory.org/narrative-and-confessions-lucretia-p-cannon-female-murderer-1841
https://digital.dehistory.org/narrative-and-confessions-lucretia-p-cannon-female-murderer-1841
https://www.dorchesterhistory.com/patty-cannon
https://www.delawareonline.com/story/life/2019/06/13/legend-patty-cannon-wickedest-woman-america/1444450001/
https://msa.maryland.gov/megafile/msa/speccol/sc5400/sc5496/051200/051231/html/051231bio.html


Name: ___________________________________ Date: ___________ Period: _________

Lucretia “Patty” Cannon Research Organizer

Lucretia “Patty” Cannon Research Organizer

Who was Patty

Cannon?

Who were Patty

Cannon’s associates?

Where was Patty

Cannon from?

When was Patty

Cannon alive?

What did Patty Cannon

do to earn a living?

(Explain in detail in

your own words)

Why is Patty Cannon

famous or infamous?

(Explain in detail in

your own words)

EXIT TICKET: Explain why you think the Narrative and Confessions of Lucretia P. Cannon

advertisement doesn’t mention the kidnapping and killing of African Americans.



Part 3 Document

Source. The Narrative and Confessions of Lucretia P. Cannon, the Female Murderer,1841

https://digital.dehistory.org/narrative-and-confessions-lucretia-p-cannon-female-murderer-1841

